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PREFACE
PTZ Control Panel is an application for iPad/iPhone users to control AVer cameras
through the network. This allows user to control and set up camera anywhere as
long as network is available.
The supported models are listed below:
AVer tracking cameras (USA region)

TR310/TR311/TR311HN/TR313/TR331/TR333

TR530/TR320/TR530+/TR320+

TR313V2

TR333V2

DL30/DL10
AVer tracking cameras (non USA region)

PTC310/PTC310U/PTC310H

PTC115/PTC500S/PTC115+/PTC500+

PTC330UV2

DL30/DL10
AVer PTZ cameras

PTZ310/PTZ310N/PTZ330/PTZ330N/MD330U Series

MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENT
iPad/iPhone requirement:

 OS: iOS/iPadOS 9 or later (Voice control function requires iOS/iPadOS 10 or
later.)

DOWNLOADING THE APPLICATION
Through the PTZ Control Panel, user can control the AVer cameras. Therefore,
user needs to download the PTZ Control Panel at client (iPad/iPhone) site.
To get this application, please visit Apple App Store to download.
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CONNECTION
 Please make sure all devices are well-connected and power on.
 IP address, camera account, and passwords are needed when connecting.
 If the camera and iPad/iPhone are not under the same LAN, the camera
needs a public IP address, and please check UDP and TCP ports are not
blocked by the firewall and the network packet are correctly routed to the
camera.


VISCA Control port: 52381



CGI port: 80



RTSP port: 554

Network

AVer camera
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USING PTZ CONTROL PANEL
Start
Connect your iPad/iPhone to the same network as your AVer camera. Your
iPad/iPhone should be connected to the Wi-Fi and the AVer camera will be
connected via Ethernet.
1.
2.

3.

Tap
to launch PTZ Control Panel.
There are two ways to input IP address.
to display IP addresses and select
Auto search: Tap auto search icon
one.
to enter the IP address or select one
Manual enter: Tap arrow button
from previously saved IP addresses (up to 8 latest successfully connected IP
addresses will be automatically saved). The IP addresses will be
automatically updated according to MAC addresses.
[Notes]
A. The auto search function only supports for server site and client site
(iPad/iPhone) that are at the same LAN segment.
B. Camera must be power on to ensure the proper connection.

iPad
iPhone
Enter Camera Account and Camera Password. Tick the “Remember Camera
Password” if necessary. Then, tap Connect.
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Main Functions Introduction
The top section mainly shows the camera view and bottom section is for camera
control panel.
Log out

System Setup
Camera View

Camera Control

iPad
System Setup

Log out

Camera View

Camera Control

iPhone
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Camera Control
Livestream
Gray button

indicates livestream on.

To turn off livestream, tap the gray button

and the button will turn to blue

.

iPad

iPhone

Camera view will display current state like below:

Livestream On

Connecting…

Livestream Unavailable

Livestream Off
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Camera Off

Incorrect Camera Account or Password

Snapshot
Tap
folder.

button to make a snapshot and save it to iPad’s/iPhone’s Album

iPad

iPhone
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Two-Way Audio

1. Tap

to enable two-way audio.

2. Tap OK to allow access for the microphone.

3. Tap and hold

. As you are holding

, you will see “Audio

Recording & Sending…” on the live view, indicating you can start talking.
Meanwhile, instead of receiving any audio, you can only output audio.

[Note]: Two-way audio is only supported for certain camera models, such
as MD330U series.
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Pan/Tilt Buttons


Use the navigation buttons to control the camera directions. Tap
button to go back to Home position. If user wants to adjust the moving
speed of camera, tap P/T speed buttons (refer to Pan/Tilt Speed section).

iPad


iPhone

You can navigate your camera to and center on any point on your live view
simply by tapping twice on that point. An aiming mark will appear on that
point, indicating the camera is about to move. The camera will halt when
that point is in the center of the live view.

iPad

iPhone
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Zoom In/Out
When zooming in/out on the live view, you can see the zoom ratio on the
upper-right hand side of the live view. There are two methods of zooming in/out:
1

You can tap the plus or the minus sign.

iPad
2

iPhone

You can pinch and zoom in/ out on the live view.

iPad

iPhone

[Note]: The actual zoom ratio depends on the camera specification.
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Pan/Tilt Speed
Adjust the moving speed of camera including pan and tilt.

iPad

iPhone

Focus Far/Near
Allow user to automatically or manually focus far or near.
Blue AF button

indicates the auto mode.

To switch to manually focus, tap the blue AF button
turn to gray

and the button will

.

iPad

iPhone
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Tracking Control
PTZ Control Panel allows user to lock a target and track with lens. Enable
Tracking feature to lock the target.
The Presenter mode can focus on locked aim with less background images.

iPad

iPhone
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For a wider image with a long distance from the camera lens, select Zone mode to
see more background images.

iPad

iPhone

For the combination of Presenter and Zone modes, select Hybrid mode.

iPad

iPhone
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To enable the Auto Zoom, switch the toggle. When Auto Zoom is off, camera stops
zooming in/out automatically but keeps the size of Preset 1.
[Note] Auto Zoom is disabled under Zone mode.

iPad

Tap the gray

iPhone

button to lock the target with a red frame. Other

tracking targets will be tracked with blue frames.
If user wants to select a new target, just simply tap the target in the camera view.
[Note] Cameras below don’t support Click Track:
USA: TR530, TR320, PTZ310, PTZ330
Non-USA: PTC500s, PTC115, PTZ310, PTZ330

iPad

iPhone
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Preset Point
PTZ Control Panel supports up to 256 preset positions.
To set up a preset position:
1. Tap a preset point number. The selected preset point number will turn into
blue.
2. Use Pan/Tilt and Zoom In/Out buttons to adjust the position.
3. Tap Save button to save the position to the selected preset point.

iPad
iPhone
To view saved preset position, simply tap the preset point number.
Profile
User can set different profiles in web setting and switch profiles here.
[Note] TR320/530 and PTC500s/115 cameras have max 5 profiles and DL
cameras have max 3 profiles.
To load a profile:
1. Tap Profile button.

iPad

iPhone
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2. Select the Profile and tap OK to confirm.

iPad

iPhone

Voice Control
User can utilize the Voice Control function instead of manual operation.
[Notes]
1. Voice Control requires iOS/iPadOS 10 or later.
2. Voice Control only supports English.

To open Voice Control:
1. Tap Voice Control icon.

iPad

iPhone
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2. Tap Command List to view the available commands. Tap arrow to go back.

3. Start voice command. If succeeded, “You may continue to next one.” will
appear. If failed, “The command cannot be found. Please try again.” will
appear. The warning message will also appear when voice command is not
supported by the model. Tap x icon to close the window.
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User can also utilize the Voice Control function in full screen of landscape mode on
iPhone.
1. Tap Full Screen icon.

2. Tap Command List to view the available commands. Tap arrow to go back.
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3. Start voice command. If succeeded, “You may continue to next one.” will
appear. If failed, “The command cannot be found. Please try again.” will
appear. The warning message will also appear when voice command is not
supported by the model. Tap Full Screen Exit icon to close the window.
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System Setup
Tap setup button to open the setup page. User can review app version, help center,
privacy policy, and about information and configure the system language.

iPad

iPhone
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Language
The PTZ Control Panel system languages currently include English and Traditional
Chinese.
iPad:

iPhone:

Tap the Language button to pop up a language

Tap Language and select

dialog. Select desired language and tap OK to

desired language. Tap

switch to different language.

arrow icon to go back.
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Help Center
Tap Help Center < Online User Manual for the user manual.

iPad

iPhone

Log Out PTZ Control Panel
Tap

to log out the PTZ Control Panel.
iPad

iPhone
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Troubleshooting
1. How do I connect to a different camera?

Currently, we can only connect 1 camera at a time. If necessary, you can
log out and connect to another camera.
2. Why can’t I use “Click Track”?

Click Track function can only be used when Tracking is enabling and only
supports the following models: DL30, DL10, TR310, TR311, TR313,
TR313V2, TR333, TR333V2, PTC310, PTC310U, PTC310H, PTC333U
and PTC330UV2.
3. Why can’t I see the image?

Please make sure the camera mode includes streaming.
4. Why is the camera status always in off status?

Please make sure PTZ Control Panel and camera are at the same LAN
segment.

Please check VISCA Over-IP is enabled. The web setting interfaces vary
depending on models.



If PTZ Control Panel and camera are not at the same LAN segment,
please check UDP and TCP ports are not blocked by the firewall.

VISCA Control port: 52381

CGI port: 80

RTSP port: 554
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